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Why sudden focus on student wellness? Why now?
J2ldministratio~ counsefors e;rpfain timtif!l o/Slienifan s speech
Matt Hoffman
Core Staff
"It's on everbody's plate," said Principal Robert Bannister of student welfare. President Paul Sheridan has recently
given three speeches to large groups about
subjects including drinking, drugs, depression, suicide, and sex.
Many students feel taken aback by
the sudden, public focus on student welfare. "I thought that was a thing for focus
groups, not the kind of thing you have an
assembly for. I thought it was good,
though," said junior Kevin Mills.
Although Bannister said, "There is
nothing that's pushing this right now," he
added, "More things are coming to

people's attention: more problems with
drinking, more problems with drugs, more
problems with sex."
According to Bannister, "A recent
survey of teens basically said teen drinking is an epidemic." There are no statistics
specifically regarding SLUR students.
Along with statistics about teen drinking and drug usage that both the counseling department and administration have
reviewed, individual students have also
raised problems with teen life. "As we
hear difficulties (students have), we try to
make changes for them," said McKenna.
In addition, other Jesuit schools have
been focusing on student welfare. "I think
a lot of schools are ahead of us," said

counselor Dave Mouldon. Other Jesuit
schools, such as Creighton Prep in Omaha,
Neb., have formed support groups for
students with addictions and other problems. "(SLUR) is in a discussion stage,"
said Mouldon, "How can we make our
school safe for all of our students?"
"We are looking at our programs,"
said McKenna. Programs like the Wellness
Club and Compact Team are potentially
valuable assets, but are underused in the
assistance of student welfare. "I think
what we do is great," said McKenna, "but
there are holes in what we can do."
"(Student welfare issues) have (been
pertinent) for a long time," said Bannister,
see ISSUES, 4

Quarterly Block here to stay
Geoff Brusca
Core Staff
tudents lovingly call it Movie Day.
History teacher Dan Monahan unabashedly calls it the Devil. Many teachers just call it a nice change ofpace. But no
matter what you call it, the Block schedule is one ofthe most important topics of
discussion at SLUR, and it will be sticking around for awhile.
Which is why the academic departments have recently talked about and voted
on the viability of the Block in the current
schedule, with 29 teachers, about onethird of the teaching faculty, in favor of it.
Thus, the Department Head Council has
decided to keep the Block, slightly modi-
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Kent Kershenski looks for the ball while
teammates and students· anxiously look
on in the Student-Faculty All-S tar game.
See story on p~ge 2.

fied, in the once-a-quarter format. Despite this decision, a few departments
have emerged split in their opinions of it.
So the faculty has decided to keep the
Block as it is now- two days of eighty
minute classes once every quarter.
Dean of Academics Mark Michalski
backed the Block, pointing out that "theoretically it gives teachers the opportunity
to do different things they wouldn't normally be able to do," the reason why many
teachers are in favor of its presence.
Some English teachers, such as Frank
Kovarik, like the way the Block affords
them the chance to shake things up and
generate interest in students.
English Department Chair Chuck
see OFFENSIVE TACKLE, 11
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Faculty reflect on life in, after seminary
year's applicant pool for the fall of 2002, he will need to
"continue to have meetings with both directors during the first
year of college."
Throughout their theology career, almost every student,
Mark Michalski, Assistant Principal and Academic Dean,
especially during his senior year, is astonished by one or more of
was in the Jesuit novitiate formation process from August of 1990
the former seminarians within the community. In five theology
until the summer of 1998, a total of eight years in what would
classes in my four years, I have had four teachers who are former
have been an eleven year program for ordination. When asked
seminarians. Freshman year was Mr. Michalski (of Main Office
about his leaving the Jesuit program, Michalski reflected on his
fame) suprising us, the impressionable freshmen, with the fact
vocational call, saying that "it was an extreme internal reflection
that he had not too long ago chosen to leave the Jesuits. Sophothat occured while teaching at Rockhurst High School in Kansas
more year, Mr. Wehner told his students stories of vocational
City. Through thought, prayer, reflection, and a very effective
school for the Redemptorist priesthood in Wisconsin. As a junior,
retreat, I felt that it was not my true calling." Though Michalski
Mr. Rosenberg spoke of his trials and questions with his faith in
said that the decision was a "very difficult one, I believe strongly
the Archdiocesan vocational college. This
--;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===.in the priesthood and the Jesuit mission."
year, almost every senior has had the inMichalski "realized that I wanted a farotense experience ofMr. Linhares, either in
ily, and I wanted to teach." Michalski still
Religious Experiences or Christian Life
believes, though, that "God is calling me
Choices. Why are there so many would-be
to minister here (atSLUH) to serve Him."
priests in a Jesuit high school teaching
Athletic Director Richard Wehner's
theology classes of all types? Only the
decision to leave the seminary for the
teachers themselves truly know.
It~
Redemptorist order impacted his life
Contrary to a belief in many minds,
.c -{e fit;•-h
greatly. "I had wanted to be a priest since
seminary applications and acceptances are
I was in first grade," says Wehner. "What
on the rise, especially worldwide. Since
was I going to do now that I had decided
John Paul II became Pope in 1978, the
the priesthood was not for me? It's like
number of seminarians throughout the
imagining your whole life you wanted to
world has risen 73 percent. With a majorbe a doctor, and then in medical school
ity of diocesan priests over the religious
it~
you decide it's not for you. What do you
do then?"Wehner considers thetwoyears
order priests, the number of diocesan
priests today is greater than at any point in
he spent in the seminary·to be "some of
history. Last year alone, the number of
-former seminarian Dick Wehner
the greatest years in (his) life" and would
total priesthood applicants of both relinever regret thetimehespentthere. When
gious and diocesan vocations rose 33 perconsidering the vocational call within
cent within the Archdiocese of St. Louis and the Jesuit Midwest
youth, he wants to "encourage any young man or woman that, if
Province. The application numbers are especially impressive
you feel God tugging at your heart, to at least consider the call of
when one considers the amount of work and time it takes to
the holy life."
pursue a priestly vocation.
Michalski echoes Wehner in advocating for "the Church to
To apply to enter the Jesuit novitiate formation program, for
place more emphasis on vocational response" to increase the
instance, a young man must talk extensively with his parish and
already rising applications to the seminary.
other priests they know to gain an actual application. The appliFr. Bryan Kuchar, Associate Director of Vocation in the
cation for the Society of Jesus (the full name of the Jesuit order)
Archdiocese, believes that a "student who leaves the seminary
requires many essays and an autobiography. Theapplicantis then
has not failed; rather, he has wrestled with profound questions
assigned a spiritual director to help him throughoutthe rest of the
and received his answers." Kuchar has assimilated into the
application process.
Catholic youth community, starting a summer camp at Kenrick
Senior Andy Skosky reflects on his application process with
Seminary and going on the Pro-Life trips that many students have
his personal spiritual director as a good one of reflection and
chosen to attend.
''Many young men view the Seminary as a locked deal with
guidance. "To encourage my application, my spiritual director
told me that he wouldn' t tell me to keep with the process unless
no escape clauses," explains Kuchar of teenage feelings toward
he thinks I'd be accepted." Andy's application to the Society of
the Catholic priesthood. "The Seminary is a place of discernment
Jesusrequires himtomeetwi thhis spiritualdirectorandMissouri
and formation so that, when a man says 'yes' to God and the
Church, he is able to make a life commitment in freedom."
Province vocational director, Chris Pi nne, S.J., every four to six
weeks. Since Skosky applied too late to gain admittance in this

Aidan Podleski
Reporter
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OFFENSIVE TACKLE
(from 1)
Hussung thinks it is "important to keep"
the Block because the benefits of having
eighty minutes are especially useful in an
English format. The extended period allows students to plan, write, and proofread an essay with so much time that it is
"almost decadent," according to Hussung.
With the Block, Hussung can also show a
movie all the way through so that students
will have an easier time following it, as
opposed to breaking it up over several
sessions.
English teacher Steve Missey added
that he appreciated that during Block days
he is forced to do something new and
experimental with teaching, which promotes the development of his classes.
Theology Department Chair Allen
Boedeker called the Block beneficial to
teaching because it gave him the opportunity to "do an assortment of classroom
activities in one day" and go into "a greater
depth in analysis" of a topic. He thought it
was better for showing videos because
students could view and discuss a video
while it was "still fresh in their minds."
Chemistry teacher Charlie Busenhart
said that the longer periods allowed him
to do longer labs, but that those longer
labs weren't always necessary because he
has found ways to cope with forty minute
periods.
But not all from the aformentioned
departments agree that the Block is helpful. English teacher Pat Coldren did not
like that her "assignments have to be
changed" for the Block, adding that it
provided "no advantage" for the discontinuity it caused in classes.
Physics teacher Paul Baudendistel
thinks that the Block is implemented
"pretty lousily" and only points out the
need for a "more m odular schedule" because teachers have not been trained in the
proper use of a Block schedule, and will
often turn to activities that fill up time
rather than teach as effectively as possible. He thought that there could be vast
improvements in the way we use the Block.
Beyond those split departments,
though, there are those in direct opposi-

tion to the Block schedule.
Lati n teacher and Foreign Language
Department Chair Mark Tychonievich
says that though language teachers can
make do with the Block as is,·the schedule
works against how the department is set
up and what research suggests. "The best
way to teach (a language)," he said, "is to
teach it in small chunks (to) keep kids
active."
The Block is simply too big a period
in which to effectively relate material, for
a language requires that you learn and
then put your new knowledge to use, lest
you forget that new knowledge. In a long
period you learn too much and the chances
of retention, according to research, become much worse. Also, learning at a
constant pace is important to retention,
and the every-other-day classes afforded
by the Block would be detrimental to
language learning. "It just wouldn't work
for our program," Tychonievich stated.
Block scheduling can also hurt the
way math is taught. The best way to learn
math is to teach a small bit and then take
lots of time to practice it in one day, and
with the Block, teachers are forced to
teach twice as much material in one day,
which makes the crucial practice component very difficult. Using an AP class as
his example, math teacher and Department Chair Tom Becvar pointed out that
"we'd be expecting students to learn more
than one very difficult and sophisticated

concept a day," and then use those multiple concepts at once, something that
would be "impossible with (SLUH's)math
program."
Advanced Placement suffers greatly
under the Block, too, according to AP
American History teacher Dan Monahan.
On a true Block, he said, teachers would
lose 15 to 20 percent of class time in a
program that already has to add classes to
prepare students for the AP test. He also
thinks that it is difficult to "keep students
zeroed in entirely" in a period that long.
History teacher Steve Aylward berated the Block as being "just stupid."
But despite these problems and benefits, the Block will remain in its limited
capacity. Those who dislike the schedule
echo Becvar 's resignation that "anyone
can tolerate anything if it's only once a
quarter," but the majority of teachers simply say that they're fine with keeping the
Block whether they like it or not, because
at least it offers a change of pace in a
school where it can be easy to get in a rut.
One teacher did point out what may
be the biggest problem with the Block
schedule, though, with the question of
"Why are you (as a teacher) gonna bust
yourself to create good lessons (and take
this seriously) if it's only once a quarter?"
But they won' t have to worry too
much because, speaking of the viability of
expanding the Block, Michalski said "i
don't think so."

SHOT CLOCK?
(from 2)
In both OTs the teachers won the
tipoff and held the ball until there was
only time for one last shot. This tactic
failed in the first attempt but the second
brought the fac ulty sweet victory. With
15 seconds remaining, physics stud P.
Baud lobbed one from behind the arc, and
was rebounded by B-basketball coach
Kesterson, playbook style. Bizrock
dribbled out and sank a fadeaway jumper
as well as the seniors' hopes for victory.
"The best team won," commented
Kesterson. "(The Seniors) got lucky to be

that close."
Following the rough play of the senior game, junior homeroom 210 relied
on sharp shooting to give them a chance.
Late in. the game, 2 10 needed a threepointer to even the score and save the
dream. Junior Joel Koehneman stepped
up and made one from the cafeteria, bringing the anxious crowd exploding to their
feet. As overtime dragged on, history
teacher David Barton's inside presence
was too much for the sweat-drenched
'03ers, and he ended the thriller with a
simple layup.
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FRIDAY. MARCH 1
ScheduleR
Sno-ball @ Windows Off Washington
Fast Friday
SATURDAY. MARCH 2
Sophomore Dance
Placement Test for Class of 2006

The Flame
Calendar
MONDAY. MARCH 4
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Bradley Univ., HarrisStowe State Coli ., Southeast Missouri
State Univ.
TUESDAY. MARCH 5
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Univ. of Evansville,
Ranken Technical Coli.

March 1, 2002
........

Mar. 1-Mar. 8
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 6
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Junior Class Liturgy
Basketball Banquet
THURSDAY. MARCH 7
ScheduleR
FRIDAY. MARCH 8
Schedule E

DOWNTOWN
(from 9)
like the death of a beloved citizen, a great
pulsing life. The shelves and backrooms
have a personality almost as vibrant as
their owner's. Seemingly endless metal
structures filled with the smell of paper,
glue, and dust leap up for the ceiling at
least 10 feet and stand, end to end, for a
stretch of at least 60 feet. There is barely
enough room between each shelf-or between shelf and wall- for two bodies,
much less the bulky ladders, with and
without wheels, that seem to roam about
the store shopping for books themselves.
This is the first room and, despite sedentary piles of books and magazines on the
floor that seem to decay into one another,
the easiest to navigate. It is also the bestlit. First-timers can spend days in this
room without exhausting half of it.
One can even make it past the second
room, past literary criticism, collections
of sermons, and radio/television/cinema
biograpies, past a grandfatherly mass of
wooden stairs sand-bagged in by old Time
magazines, to a basement full of science
journals and unshelved treasures sporadically lit by low-hanging lights.
Beyond the therapeutic potential of
the store itself, the building's atmosphere
naturally yields questions and curiosity.
And it always delivers.
"Anyone who is looking to enhance
their knowledge can come to the archives
ofAmitin 's," Amitin said, "to satisfy their
intellectual and spiritual needs. Sometimes people just come in during the day
looking for advice. Either they go to their
bartender or their books tore owner.
They're looking for someone to tell them

what the next course of action (is) in their
life... We're counselors to people. We
help people."
Amitin will be the third owner to
leave the street, for one reason or another,
within the last year. Last October, Charles
and Chris Santangelo were forced to leave
the Bodega Food Market across from
Amitin's at 1216 Washington. Now the
building is loft space waiting to be leased.
Robert Tamsky, owner ofAnatol' s Fabric
Outlet at 1317 Washington, moved to
Wesbter Groves last summer after nearly
50 years on the street.
Although the City, at times, has failed
to help the businesses it seems that the
greater responsibility to preserve places
like Amitin's comes from the citizens. If
there is nothing except for a sports team or ·
a parade to which everyone in the city
feels they have a common connection, the
city has no real unity.
It is not an accident that the center of
city government is located downtown.
Nor is it a mistake that Tucker used to be
called Newspaper Row by some people,
lined with the offices of The GlobeDemorat, The Post-Dispatch, and The
Sun-Times. The center of the business
district-before it moved west-used to
be downtown for a reason. Downtown is
a natural area for the congregation and
mixture of the people living in a town.
As young people have grown up over
the last fifteen years, downtown probably
materialized in their consciousness as a
place to go to Cardinal games or the VP
Parade. For the most part, young people
have very little invested emotionally in
the downtown area. The values one builds

in youth translate into the political and
financial investments of his future life.
Amitin's has little hope to survive, and,
after it is gone, only a couple ofbusinesses
will remain. If no one acts to to revive the
downtown streets, they will crumble and
become just as repulsive as people perceive them to be.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
8 people needed to help set up Cashbah.
Hours will be from 4:00 p.m. until 9:00
p.m. Friday, March 8, and from 8:00a.m.
unti14:30 p.m. on Saturday, March 9 and
Sunday, March 10. You must be able to
·work all three of these days and all of the
hours. Pay will be $6.00 per hour. Bring
your own lunch. Contact Mr. Manker or
Mr. Teske, ext. 138 or ext. 123.
Students interested in the Cadet Patrol
Academy, a camp for those interested in
law enforcement, may pick up an application from Mrs. Berger in the Counseling
Office.
Any junior interested in the Missouri Boys
State program (June 16-23, 2002) should
stop by the Counseling Office for information and an application.
This Sunday, ESPN's Sportscenter will
air Kevin Schroeder's full-court shot on
"Plays of the Week," alongwithtwoNBA
players trying to duplicate the shot.
Sportscenter begins at 10:00; "Plays of
the Week" usually appears between 10:3011:00.
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JUNIORS PREPARE Faculty All-Stars > student champs
ulty had plenty of support from the
Pat Stephens
subsitutes
on the sidelines during the game,
NHS LUNCHEON Reporter
but theology teachers Rosemary Queatham
Denis Agniel
Reporter

hile some faculty would shudder
at the idea of six juniors preparing
their lunch, last Wednesday, Feb. 20, they
didn' t mind a bit.
While the seniors were away on their
senior project, the juniors in the St. Louis
U. High National Honors Society took
the responsibility of engineering the Faculty Appreciation Luncheon. Headed by
juniors Rico Bertucci, Tim Conway, Dave
Zychinski, Ryan Goldberg, Alan Naylor,
and Tom Heafner, the Luncheon was "a
success," according to Conway.
The luncheon is "a thank you to the
staff and faculty," said NHS moderator
Jean Elliot, "for their help in our academic endeavors. They make this school
what it is."
The organizers obtained food from
Pietro's Restaurant, which is owned by
the parents of freshman Dan and junior
Nick Iovaldi. Among the dishes consumed
by faculty were chicken with mushroom
sauce, pasta with tomato sauce, salad, and
bread. For dessert, the NHS members
concocted banana split sundaes. "That
(sundae making) was the funniest part,"
remarked Elliot.
In addition to the midday meal, NHS
provided the faculty and staff with Payday candybars in their mailboxes as well
as a contest for certificates to restaurants
and bookstores around the area.
All NHS students were invited to the
Currigan room later that day to finish up
the leftovers. "Wow, it was good," said
junior Pat Hogan, "I hope we do this
again."
"We had a great time," said Bertucci,
"and I think it went well."
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-Micheal Corleone, The Godfather

n two games, SLUR's dream team of
faculty-turned-hoopsters squeaked by
the junior and senior homeroom champions, needing overtime in both games to
do it. The games were closer than previous years, with the faculty beating senior
homeroom 206 35-33 in double overtime
and junior homeroom 210 32-30 in one
overtime.
According · to STUCO moderator
Brock Kesterson, "The seniors tried to
scare us early with their height advantage, but we were hanging around:" The
game started out pretty friendly. Then the
athletes stepped onto the floor, and the
competition heated up. Kesterson recalls,
"(The seniors) were making hard screens
and were roughing us up, which made me
Jose my composure a little bit." The fac-

I

and Tom Finan were working their vocal
chords from the stands as well. Pom-poms
in hand, the two jesters were jokingly
thanked by announcer Tony Sansone for
their contribution to the noise level in the
gym.
Despite the rough play, loud cheering, and heated competition, the seniors
fou nd themselves trailing by 3 with about
a minute left, when Ken Chik stepped up
and drained one from downtown to knot
things up at 33. After that shot, the seniors
never touched the ball again for the rest of
the game, and the faculty resorted to what
the seniors called "stall tactics." After
Chik twirled the twine, Kesterson called
and shot a downtown which didn't fall.
The game entered overtime.
see SHOT CLOCK?, 11

14 advance to national math contest
Paul Hogrebe
Reporter
lways eager to show off their knowledge of the quadratic formula and
logarithmic notation, select Jr. Bills recently participated in the American Mathematics Competition. The annual qualifier for the nationwide competition took
place on Feb. 12 in the cafeteria.
115 students took the 25-question
test, with 14 scoring high enough to advance to the next round. While the percentage seems relatively low, this year's
results were, in reality, outstanding.The
sheer difficulty of the questions, ranging
from advanced algebra to geometry, weeds
out all but the best mathematic thinkers.
To advance, a student must score
over 100 points, based upon a system that
provides 6 points for each correct answer,
2.5 for the intellectual humility to leave an
answer blank, and zero for an invalid
res ponse. Underclassmen receive a
slightly differenttest and must score a 115
in order to advance. After 75 minutes of
head-scratching intensity, the contestants
wait for notification of their scores.

A

Following a triumphant qualifying
round, contestants take a similar but more
difficult test. If test-takers survive this
further filtering, they are invited to participate in a final, national segment with
200 other aspiring mathematicians." From
this pool, the Mathematical Association
of America determines potential members of the national math team.
SLUR minds who take the American
Mathematics Contest always represent the
school well. Mathmematics teacher Tom
Becvar said, "SLUR students have been
taking it since back in the '50s, and have
always performed well." A recent very
successful Jr. Bill was Tim Hugerich from
the class of '00, who advanced to the
prestigious third round.
T he senior qualifiers are Steve
Howenstein, Matt Diehr, Joe Neilsen,
David Keller, Mark Mans, Jeff Scott, and
Dave Steck. The junior qualifiers are Justin Luner, Michael Leuchtmann, Chris
Wojcicki, Ryan Goldberg, James Martin,
and Matt Killiany. The sophomore qualifier was Tim Friese.
The qualifiers wi11 take the next test
on April 9, 2002, at SLUH, vying for a
seat in the fi nal, national round.
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EDITORIAL
A critical look at academic honesty
The school's policy on academic honesty is long on definiThis incident is large and easy to attack. Equally significant,
though smaller incidents of cheating are the every day incidents,
tions of cheating, but short on the consequences. The parentstudent handbook attacks cheating boldly, saying that cheating
those little decisions to cheat that multiply so quickly. Copying
"compromises the integrity of those involved, destroys the
homework has become a near epidemic tactic of cheating. "It' s so
common," one student says. "It's ridiculously widespread, especommunity of learning, and distorts the system of academic
evaluation for students and teachers alike." Clearly, cheating
cially when you get older. It's just not worth it to finish assignrobs a school of its purpose to honestly educate students.
ments I consider busywork." When asked if he thought he'd get
When it comes to consequences, the policy loses boldness.
caught, the student responded, "Absolutely not." Despite teachThough the student receives an F on any work that cheating
ers' attempts to ward students away from cheating, from threats to
aided and a phone call is made to parents, the student feels no
warnings to the Theology department's intensive examination of
the conscience, students still cheat.
permanent consequences. No comment mars the student's permanent record, and the only trace of the incident is a write-up
There are also other forms of cheating that students dismiss
held only "until graduation, in the office of the Academic
effortlessly. Asking students about the contents of a test, putting
Dean," then erased after the student leaves.
formulas on a calculator, and a host of other dishonest academic
In October,. teachers identified excerpts from a student' s
practices go uncriticized among students. Because oflax policy on
essay as paragraphs lifted from an internet
major cheating incidents, because of the minor
'f1!t. fia , ;;
£
incidents that go unnoticed, these even smaller
source. The teachers reported the incident immediately, and the student received the stipult.
'e
veJ ostere not habits become for students the normal course of
lated consequences. The student received an F
an aflttospfi.ere ttn- academics, a course based on dishonesty and the
belief that the ends justify the means.
on the paper and continued his life without other
tferstandi1f!J antfsecontf
Teachers and administrators do conpermanent effect.
However, the teachers discovered in Decfi.a~ Ottt rat/ier a
centrate on decrying the evils of cheating. Encember that the student was a member of the
glish and history teachers especially warn stuNational Honor Society, a national organiza- pfitce Wfi.ere responsidents about the consequences of plagiarism.
tion that recognizes students for their promif.
These warnings seem to belie Principal Robert
11
i
tS!fOne.
Bannister's assertion that the mercy of SLUH's
nence in their class, academic achievement,
leadership, and honor in general. The by-laws
academic honesty policy is designed to give
of the NHS state that any case of cheating is grounds for
students "without the benefit of experience" a second chance.
dismissal, if the matter goes through the proper channels in an
While demanding that students not cheat, the school seems to be
appropriate time-span.
very understanding when a student does cheat.
According to former NHS moderator Steve Aylward, "the
Rather than trying to curb cheating at its root, the school
NHS would have to find out soon after (the incident)" in order
seems to be trying to make excuses for it. When the authorities
make excuses, those under the authorities will make excuses. We
to remove the student. The NHS by-laws state that an administrator must file a claim of academic dishonesty for the incident
have fostered not an atmosphere of understanding and second
chances, but rather a place where responsibility is gone.
to be reviewed by an NHS panel. However, these proceedings
did not begin until January, when the teachers took steps to bring
Students ignore the fundamental effect of cheating as much as
the incident before the NHS.
administrators ignore their implicit message to students. Those
A standing panel of teachers ruled, behind closed doors,
who cheat want to be defined by their good choices, not their bad
that the student should not be removed from the club. No matter
choices. Students cheat but continue to believe that they are honest
what the reason for this decision, on some level, the panel has
men, ignoring the impact of their lying to themselves and to their
condoned cheating.
.teachers. Decisions that implicitly condone cheating teach in a
more meaningful way than any theology class that cheating is not
The student was not removed from the NHS, though the
club's by-laws clearly state that cheating is grounds for removal
bad enough to warrant serious consequences.
from the club. A dismissal of the case on such a technicality
The result of cheating is simple. Cheating breeds dishonest
suggests a merely nominal opposition of cheating at SLUH. The
people, people who are capable of lying not only to teachers, but
lax policies designed to give students a second chance only tell
also to themselves, to tell themselves that they haven't done
them more loudly that SLUH will tolerate cheating.
anything wrong. Not punishing students for a first incident and
Though the administration's and this panel's subjective
ignoring smaller degrees ofcheating condone these actions. SLUH
approach to each case is fitting-not every case is the samecan no longer condone such things and at the same time be
students who cheat still do not feel the stiff, permanent conseconsidered a premier high school. We must consider justice
quences that they should after such a serious violation.
instead of mercy; students and adults must do what is right.
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-Editors: Andrew Ivers, Kevin Moore, Andy Neilsen-
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ISSUES

(from 1)
"The question came down (to) are we
being reactive or proactive?" Although
Sheridan has given speeches about problems at SLUH, concrete prevention programs are hard to find.
The administration, however, does
plan to make changes in treating student
wellness. "We've been trying to do a lot of
different things," said Bannister. Required
post-sophomore year interviews that focus on student happiness and welfare are
are being refined and will continue this
summer. Sheridan plans to hold discussions with the sophomore, junior, and
senior classes regarding wellness, and
wants to hold a student welfare workshop
over the summer for SLUH faculty.
In addition, freshman Direction Days
are constantly under refinement. "I can' t
tell you how many times we refine Direction Days to address some of these kinds
of issues," said Bannister. Health class is
required for all freshmen for the first time
this year, and Bannister believes health
class will be improved in the future. In
addition, the administration is tinkering
with the idea of mixing students from all

grade levels in a homeroom and pairing
that homeroom with one teacher all four
years of a student's SLUH career. "We're
just brainstorming," said Bannister.
The counseling department is also
focusing on ways to improve student
wellness. "I think there are some major
issues," said McKenna, "that mainstream
SLUH could improve." The counseling
department wants to increase its staff to
improve student-counselor relationships.
McKenna also said the department wants
"to have opportunities for students to talk
(about major problems) at school and not
have to go somewhere else." In the past
the· ~ounseling department has referred
troubled students to specialists.
Other plans include hiring a learning
specialist for students with learning disabilities and developing a senior summer
English class for students who have had
trouble in English during their first three
years.
''I'm excited as to where it's going to
go," said McKenna, "I don't know exactly where that is. I think it will be a good
place."
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THIS WEEK IN
PREP NEWS
HISTORY
Mar. 2, 2001 Volume LXV Issue 22
"A month-long investigation headed
by Dean of Students H. Eric Clark culminated Monday, Feb. 28, when fifteen students were reprimanded for possession of
illegal drugs, the largest such disciplinary
action since Clark's tenure began in 1995."
Feb. 13, 1981 Volume XLV Issue 22
"Character is what won it for us tonight,"
stressed Coach Mimlitz after SLUH fought
back to beat DeSmet, 62-60 in double
overtime. "I can' t take anything away
from these kids. They hung in there and
pulled it out on their own. That shows a lot
of character."

ILLINOIS
STATE
ScHOLARS
The illinois State Scholars program
recognizes high school seniors residing in
illinois for scoring a 30 or higher on the
ACT, or being in the top ten percent of
their senior class. Over 137,000 high school
students live in illinois. While the award is
meant as an honor instead of a monetary
scholarship, those who are recognized
could receive preferential treatment with
respect to financial aid if they go to college
in Illinois. This year, six SLUH seniors
have been named Illinois State Scholars:

Sll(jc!W!as J2l!kn

Despite Tuesday's snow, SLUH was on a regular schedule. Principal Robert
Bannister checked weather and road conditions at 5:00 and 6:00 Tuesday morning, at
which point the roads seemed to be cleared well enough for a regular day. At around 6:35
when he was on his way to school, the conditions worsened. Unfortunately, it was too
late for the decision to be changed.

!Donald!Despain
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Steven :Jfowenstein
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Under new coach, Basketbills finish at .500
Reid Heidenry
Reporter

0

ver the past decade, SLUR basketball and coach Don Maurer were
synonomous. Maurer' s accomplishments
included putting SLUH basketball in St.
Louis' elite 10 three times, including a
number 6 ranking in '92-'93. In only his
second year of coaching at SLUR, Maurer
helped crown his team District champions. And from '88- '89 until '93-'94,
Maurer had 6 straight winning seasons,
making SLUH a basketball powerhouse
once again.
This is why there was still strong
confidence for the 2001-2002 campaign
after Maurer's team went 9-17 last year.
Returning nine seniors, including Adam
Siebenman and Kris Lowes, who played
varsity as sophomores, and D-1 recruit
Troy Lindbeck who started on varsity as a
freshman , the Basketbills saw only three
players leave. Not only did this team have
experience, but height as well. With four
players over 6'5", there was confidence
that this year's team would be very
succesful.
With the announcement in the spring
of2001 that Maurer would be replaced as
head coach, the U. High community was
shocked. Several former and many current players were upset. Four year assistant varsity coach to Maurer and former
SLUH superstar Tim Rittenhouse said,
"Sometimes people make decisions that
you don't agree with. But you deal with
those decisions and do your best to move
on." Troy Lindbeck, who signed with D1 school Central Florida over the summer,
moved on too. Lindbeck decided to pack
his SLUH bag and play for his hometown
Collinsville. Whether or not Lindbeck
left specifically because of Maurer's firing is questionable, but to think that
Maurer's removal didn't affect his decision would be preposterous.
Nevertheless, a solid SLUH bas]cetball team had to work through the difficulties of gelling with a new coach, John
Ross, and a new system without its star
player. "I was really upset to see Coach
Maurer go," said senior Kris Lowes. "I

thought he was a great coach and after
playing in a specific system for three
years, I knew it would be very difficult to
run a completely new offense and defense." Assistant coach Rittenhouse was
impressed with Ross. "I knew him a little
bit because we both had been around
MCC basketball for so long; and when I
met him I was really struck by his real
sense of energy for the game."
The loss of Lindbeck took the problem to a whole other level. "These guys
all had roles that they were accustomed to,
and, without Lindbeck, their roles were
shifted," said head coach John Ross. "We
looked to Kris (Lowes) to create his own
shot this year and lead the team. Adam
(Siebenman) and Kevin (Schroeder) took
on Lindbeck's former responsibility of
the main ball carriers and all of them
stepped up to the challenge."
Another person stepping up was Matt

Wyrwich. Wyrwich stepped into the starting rotation with only one year of experience under his belt, leading the team and
the MCC in swatting flies. Wyrwich' s
3.35 average per game blew away the
other competition. "The transition was a
lot easier because the players really wanted
it to work," said assistant coach Tim
Rittenhouse.
Although s treaky at times, the
Basketbills played well this year. "At the
beginning of the year I said that 13-13
would be a succesful season," said senior
Adam Siebenman. Siebenman was right
on the mark, predicting the record exactly.
Along the way there were many highlights. From Wyrwich throwing down
some nastiness to Siebenman's 31-point
performance to Kevin Schroeder's
Berthold Bomb, the Basketbills gave the
seeBOMB,8

Puckbills assure future success
The tournament was not the only
Jesuit honor that the ProngerBills· won
this year. They also made their rightful
claim to the Jesuit Cup with a 3-2 win over
he SLUR varsity hockey team finished a very impressive season last
DeSmet this year earlier in the season.
week with a disappointing loss to number
"My favorite moment of the year was
2 seed DeSmet in the state quarterfinals,
when the buzzer rang at the end of (that)
who will play number 1 seed CBC in the
game," Said senior Brian Connelly.
state finals
"Those
this week(darned) Sparend. They
tans had it long
finished with
enough."
The team fina record of
18-8-3, inished third in
cluding playthe
Metro
Catholic Conoffs and tourference behind
naments.
HighDeSmet and
CBC. Butthey
lights were
aplenty this
didhavetwoof
year for the
the leading
young Jr.
scorers in the
Junior Jeff Neyer fires a slapper. The Icebills
Bills team.
Conference.
finished the season 18-8-3 in a s uccessful season.
"One of the
Lachky (14 G,
best moments of the year was when we
14 A)and senior JoeMantovani (13 G, 15
won the Jesuit/Catholic tournament early
A) each tallied a total of28 points. "Bobbo
and Mantovani really came through for us
in the year," exclaimed senior Bobby
see FRICTIONLESS, 8
Lackhy. 'That's two years in a row, baby!"

Brian Wacker
Reporter
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Grapplebills trust young state qualifiers in future
Mike Smallwood
Reporter
ometimes you can sense that good,
maybe even great, things are coming. As head coach Tim Curdt reiterated
so many times to the wrestlers and their
parents, the SLUH wrestling program
has been building into a powerhouse of a
program over the past several years, and,
with each year, even more records are set
and broken.
Posting a good dual meet record last
year, the Singletbills looked to improve

S

on that, but more importantly to use that as
a springboard into performing better at
tournaments.
The dual meet record of 6-3 this year
could have been even better if not for
several injuries near the end of the season,
but was filled with individual highlights
and landmarks as each wrestler challenged
himself in order to help the team.
The victory over CBC on Dec. 2, was,
as Curdt put it, "a night to remember."
CBC was one of the best teams in the area
and one of the better teams in the entire
state, but SLUR brought the intensity

DeSn1et neutralizes Druid
•
n1ag1c with 29-5 victory
Tim Piechowski
Core Staff
' ' T echnically we outplayed them,
.l which is something considering
our last two games," exclaimed coach
Suzanne Walsh, head coach of the St.
Louis Druids Rugby club.
The team came out with "a bit of
fire" against DeSmet, said an excited
Walsh. With an explosive initial drive,
the team reached DeSmet's try line within
minutes. Unfortunately, the team's efforts to score were thwarted by a questionable offsides call from the referee.
This penalty call gave DeSmet a 22meter kick, which put the team in position to begin its own drive. They scored,
making it a 7-0 game.
Through great defensive play, the
Druids dominated the rest of the half,
which led the team's 8-man, Scott
Cunningham, to say, "We hit them hard.
It's fun to hit DeSmet guys."
Though the team had trouble getting
the ball into the try zone, they did manage one score, as the team's all-powerful
inside center Brad Drakesmith broke for
a 30-meter gain. After Drakesmith was
tackled at the try line, tearri captain Pat
Meier picked the ball up and dove in for
the score. Meier missed the 2-point con-

version kick due to heavy winds. By the
halfs end, the Druids trailed 14-5.
In the second half, the Druids again
came out with a fierceness, but they simply
could not find a way to touch the ball down
in the try zone. In the meantime, DeSmet
managed to convert on the few drives they
did have, scoring 15 points on three drives
throughout the half. Despite a score of265 the Druids kept the heat on, and only felt
the game was out of reach when DeSmet
opted to kick a 3-point field goal near the
end of the game. After converting the kick,
the game's final score of29-5 was set.
Despite the loss, the Druids were upbeat about their play. "The team really
came together this game," commented
serum half Nick Albrecht.
Walsh praised the team, saying,
"Frankly, it was the best game we've played
yet." Walsh expressed her belief that the
team markedly improved in avoiding penalties and getting enough forwards to enter
rucks after tackles had been made.
Assistant coach Derek Eicholz noted
that, "DeSmet was the number four team in
the country last year," and he expects that
the Druids will definitely be prepared for
DeSmet next time.
Be sure to come out and cheer for the
Druids tomorrow at 2:00 on the fields behind the Jewel Box as they battle it out
against Columbia.

needed that night to win a decisive 45-3 1
victory over the Cadets.
Wins like the CBC dual and others
helped set high tournament expectations
as well. Fueled by the taste of victory, the
Jr. Bills set record point totals at the
Mehlville, Viimney, the DeSmet Spartan
Classic, and even placed second in the
MICDS Tournament. SLUH had numerous winners on the medal stand by the end
of every tournament it entered. Everyone
seemed to get in medal contention, including Pete Mahoney ( 130), Mike Smith
(135), Rob Nahlik (112), Boyd Gonnerman (119), Chris Wagnitz (145), Joe
Bommarito (152), and Colin O'Brien
(160), who all picked up several top three
finishes.
With all of the success this year,
another high mark was set in team points.
Nahlik, Bommarito, O' Brien, and John
Stathopolus (275) all had over 150 team
points each, while in previous seasons
SLUH would have been lucky to have two
or three wrestlers with over a hundred
points scored. So, along with Mahoney,
Wagnitz, Gonnerman, and Justin Clerc
( 140), who all earned an additional! 00 to
l50 points each, SLUR wrestling set some
records to remember.
Points, however, do not mean much
in the post-season and dual meets, and
tournaments only prepare a wrestler for
the ultimate tournaments: districts,
sectionals, and hopefully the state meet.
SLUR wrestlers took advantage of
their momentum going into the post season and set another record: 11 sectional
qualifiers, including Colin O'Brien, Joe
Bommarito, and Boyd Gonnerman as district champions. At this point in the season, the wrestlers pushed themselves even
barder as they were closer to qualifying
for state.
At sectionals, the eleven qualifiers
showed why the team had been ranked in
the top 15 of a Suburban Journal poll
earlier this year. Every wrestler showed
why he deserved to be there and why he
should continue on to the state tournaments. Sometimes, however, things did
see TECH FALL, 8
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Riflebills frre n1ore school records at Nationals
U'a!Sii sets matc!i score recordat 561/ teamgets_four awards

ten national individual shooters. After his
amazing performance, Isaak said, "After
my sub-par performance on Saturday I
his past weekend, the SLUH rifle
was glad to finish in first and help my
team traveled to Quincy (Ill.) High
team finish in first."
School to compete in the Mid America
The junior varsity team of
HighSchool Rifle Championships. Teams
Hilkenkamp, Gentsch and Hrdlicka also
shot very well with scores of 567, 571,
from all over the Midwest made the trip,
including St. John's Military Academy
and 555 for a team score of 1683.
from Salina, Kan. and many other teams
At the awards ceremony later that
afternoon, SLUH nearly completed a
from Missouri and Illinois. The Championship consisted of a smallbore match on
sweep of the air rifle awards. All six of the
Saturday and an air rifle match on Sunday
varsity and junior varsity shooters finwith awards given to the top three teams
ished in the top ten, with Isaak finishing in
and individuals for each match.
first, Walsh in second, and Gentsch third.
Expectations were high as the varsity
Hilkenkamp finished a few points behind
in fourth. The varsity team came in first;
team of Giles Walsh, Scott Isaak, Adam
Hilkenkamp, and Chris Seals
N second; and the third team ofBo Purcell,
hoped to beat the school record of
Keith Reilly, and Brian Niehaus
c,__
finished onlya fewpointsout of
2191 out of a possible 2400 set
two weeks ago against Quincy.
J1--1
third with a surprising score of
Once again their expectations 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i 1620. After the match had ended
were reached, as the school record
:J{f!!liestftesliman score: 535--2(j!ZJtit 'U'itffrotft and the awards given out, SLUH
fell for the third consecutive week.
:J{f!!liest matdi score: 561-(iifes 'U'a/S/i
had won nine ofa possible twelve
awards and narrowly missed the
The team score of 2193 barely
.Ji'rstpface_, !l{{ttiona/S: (iifes 'U'a/S/i
others, three school records had
edged out the old mark of 2191,
with Walsh, Isaak, Hilkenkamp,
rzli.trtfP!izce_, !l{{ttiona/S: .Jiltfam:Jiilfpt{amp
been broken, new records were
established in the air rifle match,
and Seals shooting scores of 561,
S.£,fl.:l{~first tliree-position matdi
and SLUR had established itself
532, 554, and 546 respectively.
Mos t impressive was
as the team to beat in the Midwest.
Walsh's score of 561, which ties
This past week also brought a
the school match record set in
surprise for two members· of the team as
in school history. Not even the coaches
1991 by assistant coach Dan Schoenekase.
knew what to expect, but every team memcaptain Walsh received an invitation to
This record had been nearly reached sevj oin Seals and Isaak as they compete in the
ber hoped for the same success as the
eral times in the past few years, but each
smallbore Junior Olympics over spring
previous day. Isaak was also hoping for a
attempt always fell a few points short,
break. Isaak also received an invitation to
chance to redeem himself after a score
until Walsh reached it this weekend.
from the previous day's match that didn' t
compete in the air rifle match as well as
Said Walsh of his new record, "I have
meet his standard.
the smallbore match, another huge acpracticed hard for the past four years and
Isaak and his teammates all took the
complishment for Isaak.
it was great to finally see the results of my
second chance provided by the air rifle
Encouraged by the results of the air
hard work."
rifle match, the team is now planning on
match and increased their total dominance
The junior varsity team also pershooting in the air rifle sectionals corning
of the competition. The top team oflsaak,
formed extremely well, taking third place
up next month in Streator, TIL Said coach
Walsh, and Seals shot a team score of
out of ten teams. Sophomores Kevin
Will Bresnahan of the past week, "I was
1719 of a possible 1800, with individual
Gentsch, Andrew Hrdlicka, Keith Reilly,
amazed at the team's air rifle success with
scores of583, 575, and 561. Isaak's score
and freshman Kevin Witbrodt shot scores
only 3 weeks of practice, and I expect
of 583 set a school record and was high
of537, 519,497, and535respectively, for
them to perform even better this weekenough to earn him first place overall.
a team score of2088. Once again, another
Even more impressive, Isaak's score
end."
school record was broken, as Witbrodt's
would have placed him in last year's top
score of 535 became the highest match

Andrew Hrdlicka
Reporter

T

score shot by a freshman in school rustory.
After a four-hour break at the hotel,
the team returned to the range for the
awards ceremony. By the end of the ceremony, SLUR had won four out of a
possible six awards for the smallbore
match. Walsh'srecordscore of561 earned
himfirstplace honorswhileHilkenkamp's
score of 554 was good for third, missing
second place by only one point. The varsity team also won first place honors, with
the junior varsity team coming in third. Of
the top fifteen shooters, eight carne from
SLUH. Said Hrdlicka, "This is easily one
of the best rifle teams in SLUR history."
On Sunday, SLUR participated in
the first ever three-position air rifle match

.{/[J!f{n:lfe scoreboard
:J
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TECH FALL
(from 6)
not go exactly as all wrestlers had hoped
but they could fall back on the support of
their teammates. SLUH qualified a record
six wrestlers for state:juniorsNahlik (1 12),
Gonnerman (119), Clerc (140), Wagnitz
(145), and seniors Bommarito (152), and
O'Brien (160).
Several of these wrestlers had great
chances to do well at state and some
indeed wrestled some great matches; however, at state you are facing the top fifteen
other competitors from the state. As Curdt
put it, "There are no easy matches." So
despite no SLUH wrestler 's being able to
place, each of them can be proud of their
effort and the four juniors will only learn
from the experience for next year.
The group of seniors that are leaving,
Bommarito, O'Brien, Alex Born, and Dan
Wankum, will be missed greatly next year.
All four are great wrestling talents that
will possibly be able to be made up in the
lineup next year with the strong classes
that SLUH has now, but some of the other
contributions they made to the team will
be hard to match.

Born, who had been a dominant force
on the mat for his previous three years at
SLUR, had a difficult time this year making weight, but he refused to let that stop
him from being involved in the team.
Instead, Born worked with tireless dedication behind the scenes: filming matches
with his great knowledge of both wrestling and photography and continuing to
lead the team daily at practices so that he
could be ready to fill in if a weight class
did open up because of injury.
Wankum also had some difficulties
this past year maintaining his health. He
was en route to having a great season
when he was inflicted with mono that
struck him down for the rest of the season.
Wankum too will be missed for his tireless work in the practice room and as
Curdt personally mentioned, he will miss
all of Wankum' s humorous side comments that lighten up the entire team.
O' Brien's leadership will probably
be the hardest thing to make up for next
year's captains. He was relentless in his
own pursuits of his personal goals and
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(from 5)
U. High faithful something to cheer about.
The senior night game against Cape and
the Madison game in the Collinsville tournament both stood out during the year.
Madison beat the number one team in
Illinois, Freeburg, and SLUR beat them,
proving that SLUR could play with anybody. Unfortunately the transitive property doesn' t work in basketball. Both Ross
and Rittenhouse echoed the same sentiments, "I'm really proud at how we progressed. We were a better team in our last
game than we were a month before."
All-world swimmer and friend of
the basketball team Greg Szewczyk had
some thoughts about the SLUR season:
"In my eyes, we were undefeated."
SLUR wishes Maurer good luck in
the quarterfinal game tonight agaist St.
Charles West and Troy Lindbeck the same
as he continues his playoff run.

(from 5)
this year. They did more than just score.
They made plays that kept us in or put us
ahead in games," said senior Dennis Burke.
Another aspect of the team that stood
out this year was the superb goaltending
of junior Dan DiLeo and sophomore
Charlie Effinger. Says coach Charlie
Busenhart, "They were integral to our
success this year.''
The team will lose only five players
to graduation this year. "We are looking
very forward to next year. We have a solid
defense, which does not lose any seniors
this year. The goalies are only going to
get better," predicts Busenhart. "Guys
like Tim Mudd, Matt Pijut, and Phil Abram
are sure to fill in the void left by Lachky,
Mantovani, and John Greffet on offense.
I'm excited."
The team wants to thank the seniors
for all their work throughout the last four
years. As Phil Abrams puts it, "Those

expected the same from every wrestler on
the team. He pushed everyone to work
harder and instilled his work ethic that
came from his focus and intensity in each
wrestler for the love of the sport.
Bommarito, like the other three seniors, worked every day to better himself.
His example of humble work especially
spoke to the rest of the team. Beneath his
quiet modesty, every opponent knew lay
a beast that they all feared. His aggressiveness on the mat yet kindness off the
mat forced everyone that knows him not
only to respect him as a wrestler but as a
person.
Bommarito summed up the feelings
of the departing seniors when he said,
"Wrestling has been my life the past four
years," but now they must move on from
the SLUR wrestling. However, they having been some of the driving forces over
the past few years and now look for the
new tradition of a great SLUR wrestling
program to be carried on. As it looks right
now, it will be for the next several years.

g~ys

were leaders for us all year. They
really guided us on and off the ice."
Connolly seems to sum up the season
best as he reminisces, "The year was filled
with excitement, filled with huge wins
and near losses. But the thing I will remember most isn' t some particular game
or play. It' ll be the guys on the team and
how much fun we had doing it."
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The Death ofthe Saleslllen: WashingtonAvenue
construction just west of his store at 1416 Washington.
Levine said the City helped finance his new storefront and
handicapped entrance, but may need to do more to improve the
Tonight, many upperclassmen, their dates, and faculty chaparea.
erones will go downtown for one of the only reasons people go
"The people out west should want to come down," he said.
downtown in St. Louis: entertainment. The Sno-Ball dance will
The City "has got a lot of people coming downtown at night, but
take participants into what some citizens affectionately used to
it's very late and it's not good for the city and for the daytime. The
refer to as the guts of the city. Now, it seems, most citizens see the
daytime needs to have business like it used to on Washington
Washington Avenue area, the location of this year's Sno-Ball at
Avenue. Washington was thriving. It was thriving. In the '60s
Windows Off Washingon, as the dark bowels of the corpus that
and '70s it was thriving along Washington. It was terrific."
is their home.
Larry Amitin, owner of A. Arnitin's Books, thinks that the
A trip to the city is a definite event, determined by the
City needs to do more to put Washington back in the mainstream
beginning of a show or a game. When the entertainment is over,
than end the street construction. Unfortunately, fewer and fewer
one will hit a restaurant if he is
people will be able to hear what he
desperately hungry, but most likely
has to say as he and his three
it' s a few traffic lights and then the
quarters of a million books will be
highway. One glimpses the city in
evicted from their nest at 711
a walk from the car to the venue
Washington on April I.
and back again. One sees it with a
For anyone who spends time
streetlamp tint on vacant storeon the street, it is evident that the
fronts and deserted streets, not
greatest daytime attraction is
knowing and not caring to know
Amitin's. The business began
what one imagines is lurking in the
when Larry's father, Sam, at age
shadows and the alleys. One sees
16, bought a magazine stand at
the people of the city as aloof or
12th and Pine in 1932 for $28.
needy. One enters the city and flees
Now, a move is too costly and the
like a thief, having sucked a little
purchase of the building, which
more life from it without leaving
the landlord, David Jump, bought
A. Amitin's Books at 711 Washington Ave.
anything in return.
for $2 million in 1999, is out of the
I remember the first time I
question.
saw Washingon Avenue a few years ago, on a Saturday morning.
Sam, now 85, beams with pride when he speaks of Larry:
All I can remember is turning right from 14th Street and seeing
"He doesn't care if he makes money or not. He likes the place just
towering dark storefronts, cracked sidewalks, and mostly black
to be here, even if he loses money. He talks to everybody." Now
people bustling around. I hardly wanted to look out the windows,
money, the furthest thing from Larry's mind, will be his downmuch less walk down the street. All I wanted to do was leave.
fall.
When I turned off Washington at Tucker, I never wanted to go
"Our days are numbered here," Larry, 48, will bellow to
back. Since then I have fallen in love with the street, only to
anyone who stays near the register for more than a minute.
witness what appear to be its dying days.
"Unless we get some help, our fate will be the dust."
One of the greatest things about the Washinton Avenue
A smallish man trying to find the travel section on a Saturday
area- as is true of places like University City and the Central
morning is kind enough to hear Ami tin out for a few minutes. As
West End-is the diversity.lt is amazing to walk down a couple
Amitin leads him into the stacks, the man tries to clinch the
city blocks and encounter fifteen different stores with fifteen
conversation and offers softly: "Well, I hope they"-meaning
different atmospheres and personalities. But inlagine walking
those with the power to help--"wake up--"
down Delmar in U. City and seeing a few old shops but mostly
"They're not going to wake up," Arnitin interrupts curtly.
One could say that Ami tin is simply bitter that he is being put
gutted loft space waiting to be leased, blocks of empty space all
owned by the same people.
out of business after 70 years, but he truly does lament the demise
This is what has happened to Washington Ave., and the last
of such a great store. I find it hard to believe that anyone who
handful of stores seem to be on their way out.
visits the store would rather see the building as an empty loft and
Ed Levine is one of the luckier owners on the street. He has
see the myriad of books carted away in the trucks of out-of-town
owned the Levine Hat Co. for 50 years, the latter half of its
buyers. But that is what will happen to this beautiful shop.
existence. He said he has experienced a minor decline in business
Amitin's is one of the last few places whose death will feel
see DOWNTOWN, 12
over the last couple years, but only because of sporadic street

Andrew Ivers
Editor in Chief

